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Inference & DiscoursesAnapbora

1. Introduction.

If One considers the question. of what accessible to,

anaphoric reference in English, 'one soon finds that none of the,

simple answers text strings, pieces of

constituents of logical,.form .is ad

examples should provide sufficient. grounds

each underlined anaphoric expresson,

Syntactic .structure,

equate. The following

forthis claim. For

the intuitively correct

antecedent is just as intuitively _neither a ..substring nor a
1

constituent of -a syntactic or "logical form" repr,esenation of

the sentence.

e

(1) Wendy is goinp to Spain and Bruce is goingto Crete, but
in neither case do I know why 0.
0,= that person is going where s/he is going,

(2) Iry and Martha wanted to dance tbgetner, but Martha's

mother said that spe couldn't 0..

0 = dance with Iry

(3) Each 3rd-grade girl brought Wendy a br pk. On a dare,
she stacked them in'to a 10-foot1 high w 11.

them t the set of bricks, each of whic some' 3rd- grade,

girl brought td'Wendy

(4) Blend a cup of flour with, some butter. Moiste it with

some milk, then knead it into a ball.
,it = the 'flour-butter mixture

.4

(5) Whether Bruce buys a used car OT a moped, his brother
W,ill'yant'to'borrow it.

it = the used car Bruce will have broUght if Brlice bUys a'

used car or the moped Bruce will
4
have bougp$ otherwise

(6) I have a_'71 Ch. Figeac, a '76 'Fleurie, a '71 Ockfener'

Bockstein and a '7.5 Durkheimer Feuerberg in the ce116r.

Shall we -have the GerManones for dinner ,tonight?
ones = wines

4'
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(Notice that these exampLes span a ,varcety of anaphoric,

processes: sluicing (example l)", verb phrase elLipsis

(example 2),, .definite pronoun anaphora (eXamplps 3- and

"one"-anapho/a ;(example fi) Thus it should be clear that the

, .

existence of non-explicit antecedents ,is not ah isolated

phehdMenoln.)

Now ore way of accounting for the existence of non-bxplicit

antecedents in, discourse is to say th'at "inference" is

responsible. However as it is o0ious that'the discourse does

not tell the listener ekplicitly what inferences to make, the'n
P

one must still explain the fact that to a remarkable degree, both

speaker apd listener are reasoning in similar ways. This raises "

they fo1'lowing 1woquestions: -...
.

,x '-. ..

i

1. What is it that guartntees similar reasoning on the part,

of both discourse particip.ehts?

2... Is there,a lidit to \the kind of reasoning that, the

discourse participa'n'ts,. might be willing to perform in

order to derive nteceqents.?

My primary objective in this gaper is to respond to the first

question. On doincl_so.,,I shall. *characterize some very pro ctive

inferenbes' which can account for' pany of, the non- explicit

antiv.edents' of banaphoric expressiors. While I shall not respond

directly to the second question; my Hope is that by idatifying

such inferences, it may become answerable as,- well.,

7-

/
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In the first apart

types of "deep anaphora". (-

ip

Inference,& Discourse AnarilhOra

I

f this paper I shall be discussing 64o,

Hankamer &' Sag '(1976)) definite

prano.uns and "one"-anaphora and in the-second, a single type of

"surface anaphclra" - verb p rase ellipsis. I have made this

divisibn ,so, as to provok th.ining about other types of "deep"

anaphora "do it" ana hdra, "sentential, it anaphora

along the lines, presented in the firsS part of the paper, 'and

about 'other types of "surface". anaphora e.g., sluicing,

stripping, etc). al6ng the lines presentedin the second. %*1>,.

.

,. /

. 2. Inferer0e and Deep Anaphora ,

/
.

.N

2.1 Discourse Models

One possible response to the question of what would guarantee

similar
.

reasoning on the part of both discourse participants is to,

invoke the notion of a dthcotire model -, a concept frequently

encountered in Artificial Intelligence literatdre' on natural

language understanding. This notion'permits a clean account to be
I.

4N

given b-f .both the role of nference in text-understanding

o (Collins, Brown & Larkin, 1977) and,gf the item -accessible to

,"deer ":anaphora.

Iriformlly, a discou'rse model may be described as the .set of

2eptities;:snaEura2ly evoked" by a discourse and linked_together, by

'paper ds,,, ullpd from the 'author's' doctoral

dissertgtion (Nash-Webbex, 1978) to whichinterested readers are

referreA=for further discussion-

I

I
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-
the relations they participate in. These I,will call discourse

entities. (I

A

can see no basic difference between what I am

Inference & Dj.scourse Anaphora

galling "discours entities" and whitt .Karttunen (1976) has called -

"discourse referents ". fly alternate terminology rests*On wanti9g

to .{seep "refel-ent" a separate technical term.) The entities

. "naturally evoked" by the discOurse may h-ive the properties of

iindividuals,' sets, stuff, events, activities, etc.,
, in order to becom with the notion of entities

tusrally evoked" by a discourse, consider the -.following sentence,
. .,

g

.ii ' Olk

(7) Each 3rd-grade girll brought a brick to Wendy's house.

Then considern coAtinuation in (8a-e). In eadb case, I wcruld

. .

1

label the refere,nt'of the definite pronoun (i.e., "she", "it" or

"they") an'entitY "naturally evoked" by / sentence (7).

(8)a. She certainly was surprised.

she Wendy .

4 k

They knew she would be surprised.
they = the set of rd-grade girls

c':, She Piled them on thefront lawn.

them = the se,t of bricks, each of which some 3rd- grade

girl brought to Wendy's house

d. She Was surprised that they knew where it was.
it = Wendy'S house

. .

e. Needless to say, it surprised her.

it = the brick- presenting event

It isi my assumption ,that' one objective of discourse 'is to

communicate a model:, thg speaker.'has a model of some situation

/ ,

i
which, for one rea son or another, s/he wishes to communicate to

. ,

4 -
F1
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listentr. Thus the ensuing discourse is an attempt by thee speaker

'to direct the listener in synthesizing a similar_mo4el.

Formally, a discourSe model is a collection of entities,
.

their properties and the relations they participate in. At, any

point in the discourse moreover, the discourse model validates the

sequence of propositions embodied in the discourse up to that

point. Now a speaker is usually not able to commuhicate at once

all the' relevant properties, andrelatidns associated with .one of

these discourse entities. That task requires multiple acts of

reference. When the speaker waits to refer to_an entity in his or

her discourse model, s/he may do so with a definite pronoun. In

so doing, the speaker assumes (1) that on the basis of the

discourse thus far,, a similar entity will be in thei listener's

(partially formed), model and (2)/ that the listener will be able to

access and identify that entity via the minimal cues of prondminal

reference. A definite pronOun then has a referent, which is an

entity in the speakelr's discourse model which s/he presumes to,

have a counterpart in the listener's discourse model.

Alternatively, the speaker may refer to a discourse entity by

constructing a description of it in terms of sodta or All. of its

k

known properties and/or relations,(e,g., "a red balloon", "Mary's

mother", etc.). This may result, in entity being evoked into

the listener's discourse model having at least the properties (or

participating in the relations) mentioned in the given

desdription. So while a discourse entity may be the referent of a

5
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C

'.
I , . .

.

-- d4finiti ' pronoun,' the pronourp's
(

,antecedent wily be 'that
) .

..,,

deScription conveyed by the immediately preceding .t'ext. .The '

\ 1

, relationship between the discourse or the.'spatio-temporal context

,on the one hqnd, and the referents bf definite pronouns 'on the

Ehus an inaireCt16ne, mediated, ,by the discourse

participants' models. The discourse, in communicating prapdrty-
.

and relation information, serves as one , possible source of

anrecedent'descriptions and thus, indirectly, as one possible
a.

source of referents.

As for,for, the role of "one " anaphora (exknple (6)) in thi,s

scheme of thing I am assuMing that a "one"-anaphor substitutes

for a description. This description is in turn its antecedent,

There are at least two'possible reasons a speaker may have for
.

using a "one"-anaphor
tin

discourse: brevity and contrast. When a
P

speaker builds a noun phrase around a '"one"-anaphor, any

additional modifiers in the noun phrase can serve to differentiae

and contrastthe current description with some set of alternatives

which .the speaker perceives or believes the lkstener to be aware

of. Where the anaphor-containing noun phrase is being used

referentially (i.e., to evoke or pick out a particular entity in

the listener's discourse model), th6se modifiers serve to

distinguish the noun phrases's intended referent, froM other

entities in' the model. (This last idea derives from 1Dlsod

(1970).)

6 -

9
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,

2.2 Sources of ,Antecedents and Referents

inference
as,

l

Thle role of in the. scheme«becomes clear as one,
a 4'

considers how discourse entities can 6e evoked into listener's

There are three 'such- "ways whi

entities. can oe evoked: () linguistically, from the explicit

discourse; (2) perceptUally, fromthe 'immediate spatio-temporai

environment; and (3) inferentially, reasoning from the existence

of particular other discourse entities. (P rcePtual syocatkon of

4
discodese entities is'another.way of lookin at the "pragmatically

controlled" definite pronouns discuiSed in Hankamer & Sag (1976).)

Inference also has a role in the formation of desgriptions,

in that the same three sources
,.
as above. Riovide= their jaw

material. The first source of descriptiond is the discourse

itself, with the language inducing particular waysfof viewing and

describing things. These things slay or ray not Irrespond then to

entities in the listener's discourse model. °Notice, for example,
. .

that after Sentence (9) one would not presume any tie -eyed

T-shirts .to be Nin that. model, since the original sentence is a

negative assertion.

(9) Wendy didn't give either boy a tie-dyed T-shirt.

Howev-er,,the existence of, any _referent is irrelevant , to the

s.

1escription ) 'tie-dyed T-shirt" .,being a possible, antecedent for

"one"qn sentence (10). . N)

,

(10).However, she did give Janet ka red one.
__J
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03
1.:. .

.

The' Second source of descriptions is .the external
,

.

. ., environmefit. As .mentioned above, an,. entity may be evoked into the
. i

,.

.

.

, 'speake? or listener's discourse model as a result of what s/he
.

pqrceives." How it is, deScribed will' depend upon how /he
4 4 4

.

classifies that perceptjoh lingUistically. As :weld. as it can be
1.

, /-. . .%
CL
prese'Ated oh paper,o. the following is' an example of a "one"-anaphor

)
,

1,, %,

substituting for lthe speaker's description of some-. sense /,

q. v ..-
,,

perCeption. , .

41.

-- ,

.,, , ,,
1--5 .,r"

(11) [Bonnie goes up to a balloon man at the cirduS>end.saysl
E

"Do you have ar)alue one with green stripes." !Y

one = balloo9 .

is.

Again as 'with discourse -entities, the third )so,urce of

descriptions is infer.ence. The speaker assumes the liqener -ean
P

.

and will follow the .speaker's unspokenlead to in4r:

r_s

1. from description .d1 of some entity in his br her

discourse moel) -another description d2 okth4tame
entity;

2. from entities et,...,ei with-- descriptions di,.;,,,,di

respectively, a new discourse entity Isek withdeScriptiod
dk :,, ti)' 4)..,

. .,

For instance,-, iniserftence 6 of the ihcfOdt4tory set ,of example's, '

, . ))
7.

the speaker assumes that the Iriseener both can andwill. j4-ifer from

-

.
,

, ,

,,

. ,
tlie description "Ch. Figeac '71A

another,descriptiop for that same

entity -.namely "wine".1 Similarly for the, descriptions, "176

, ,

,t

'Fledrie"0"Ockfener Bockstein '75" and "Durkheimer Ftuerberg '75".--.,
, .

, r)
, ,

A The "one " anaphor then substitutes for the,non7explicit_shred _4

. 4. 5, . ,
.,,

descrip'tion "'wine". -/
)

J
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Iri summery, -inference q be a source or .both nQn-expltpit
. ..- .. , ,t- t . ' 0

discouise entities , an
,
r. .

,
R explioit description s, provided -ghat * ,

r le
L"kt '-' . -

the following: cqntract ..pe eeht.qpeaker and 17istener is maintained: . .

..., . .,..., ,.
,

i fe the speaker ,tiseAph,.,a apiatc, expression Whose; antecedent or .

IA. . .

referent was inferent env derived,, s/he must have reason. to
, . -.

believe that the .1i§ ener ., both den, and will maise the same ''.,
. ,

.
.- . , .t. ' )

inference (even 'if
/
/qnly to ;resolve the.anaOhoric ,term).. .The

..
/ - .. .

. problem now becomes
/
one of either characterizing renumerating

. , , f)
s

Asuch inferences.
6

1

The first thing to observe is that not chains of
..

reasoning will produce as ,.s e .effects7fither new dISCOUise"/ A`

entities or. new descriptions. For eXrinplev. consider the -folldWing.
/ e./ 1

.

as the f'irst ''Senterice of a discourse. . . ( .
a / . of I !'

-. .,-,

(12) You y on't believe this, but I saw Wendy's -mother at the
Led /Zeppelin movie last night, and he wasn' t 'with her.

/
Who does ,'the speaker presume ,the 'listener will identify as tile -

. /

referent. of "he" in' this examp-re? It is, clear; that the 'text .
a

0/ ) )l's no help. <l ritself ien ,

X

. <*2>. I unsuccessfully intended the; pronoun to refer- to Wendy's- ....
father. Tpe 'point is that niecety an. "if wither, then fatherg

,

axiom , _.,

v. 4 - , - .

) ,...- t
. (Vx) [ (Ey) . y = mother-of (x) ] ,

.t., ==> r(Ez-) . z = father-el (x) ] . , .

. .
. .''t.i'.e.', "for any tx, if there exrsts -an indivIdual who is 'x' s,, . \

mother, 'then he'i-e exists an individual who is :OS' fathgr".s, 'tro.e *) 1, :
as it .may,be in the cur rorit ,world, ±s sti4 not sufficient to

,.' yield a referent for "he" in 'sentence (12) . That is, "he", cannot
refer to . Wendy' s father , ..Solely kby Virtte of mentioning her

10 mother.' / J'
e

9

O
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,

The second
.

thing to 4 serve is that the4range f .ih,ferehces
:

. (

, \

capatae.of\pfdviding referents for each type of deep anaphOra will
.

vary. Forareexample,.-Compare the following- two examples::the,fdrSt"
.

.

contains a definitepranoun, the secchid,.n naphoric 'definiite
, .-,.

.. -

-description: , ....

.f ,. . ,
N 'I . .

(13) Wendy ran into the -kitchen and opened. it. (14) Wendy'ran
'"'' into the K4cheft and opehed.the fe ig'rAor:4 .

,
A

. P 0 '4 .

Here "the refrigerator" refers/,to the- dis scribable
7

.,
,

as :tithe refrigerator in t)1644ust7mentdoned 14 hat Wendy ran /
, ,..

into". This entity, inferable by a'highly salient and rarely

false "if-AitChen then refriqc"rator.":axiomr, is 'riot accessible via

the minimal cUes' of pronominal. ..i-efereArce. q%-1 Artificial
Intelligence tbrms, the saliency of a collection of ,in'fer&nces is

V

ensured by their being.paCkaged 'taget 'ex into. a datai-structui-e 110.

this paper I snall only be

Iw

.called a frame, schema pr script.

concerned with inferences capable of pravidihs antecedents' and /or

referents ,for pronominal or elliptic anaphora. For`' interesting
. mat

' `N. \

4piscussions a'anaiphoric defidite descriptioft, see -Bullwinkle'
- ,. .

;-(1977)a Chrniak' (1973)-,1 grosZ (1977), HObbs (1976) and Rieger'

(1974).) t

or o

Now priliSiVunteiy., there are rlo'hard ,,and fast ''-fujAi.,,, whi,ch

,,.....A. .1
;-

xislimit _the crass bf 'inferences which can ',Figo,.a7A*eritabfet:,'

-
.

antecedents or referents for defiRite pfonoun 'or "one " anaphora.
"",,

i . . - ..:

1*. In -geherai,.. the success of a'pailicul*ft dnferehce In evoking a

.

discourse, ,entity or a description will depend on (1). items saliency

ia the particular context;' (2) its contingency (i.e.,..how likely

I
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it i$' to be valid min that context); and (3) the pressure of

simultaneous demands op the, listener's limited proceSsing

. .
,

q-esburees. ..
.

9*,,l'..
-........j.

,

. .

:,HOweVer, while Icannot characterize in terms of its' defining
.

properties the class,af relevant inferences,. I can list explicitly

some very productive inference's which- would have" to be .included in.

any account bf non:-explicit antecedents. 'While space limit; me. to

, -

presenting only three such inferences here;
.
othei-s card, be found in

r,

Nash -Weber (1978). (In the following7\I will present -the axiom. ;
4,"

schemata used in "inferring,antecedent2/and referents" in terms of

. , .

a. ,modified predicate calculus whose augmentations include the-
..5---'

abstraction (or "lambda'") operator 0, ) , 'the iota operator (Z )

for, forming definite deScriptians, equality, restricted
. -

4
,quantificatiori'ardthe set operator ((..}). To understand the

factors .motivael.Dg." this choice of representation, see

Nash-Webber(1978).)
4

.

2.3 Examples of Productive',Inferences

0-f the three inference schemata I shall disc ss here, the

:c first two can provide non -Ox licit antecedents a d referents for.

definite pronouns, while the third .provides antcedents for

"bne"-anaphora. The first inference schema (presented in
.-

.

f

sotewhat simplified form here) applies to existentially quantified

**-.

propositions in cases where the9xistential quantifier has widest
- 4

scope.

I
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(Ex:A) Px==> (Ey) t-Y = Zz: "Aa & Pz & evoke
1

S3, z

7 /

-"k

Analiho ra

informally,. if -a proposition S. 'states that there is a .

7

-member of class A for which P is true, then there exists, an

.1) .

VIdividual destribable as "the A which V's1which was mentioned? (dr,

evoked) by Si". ' Since a unique d5scription can be ascribed to

this individual, it 'can be referred. to anaphoricaly with a

.

definite pronoun. For example,

(15)a. Wgndy,ate an apple..

b. It'had a Worm inside.
)

Sentence 15a. can be represented simply as

(Ex:Apple) . Ate Wendy, x

Since this .etches he.l.eft hand sidf of the above axiom schemal.

-.. it follows( that,

I(Ey)". y= /z: 'Apple z brAte Wendy,z & evoke S15a,z

i.e., there exists an individual descri8able 'as ,"the apple which

*
.

Wendy ate which was 'mentioned in sentence 15
' The individual is

the discourse entity referred to by "it" in sentence I5b. and the

above definite description is its ahtecedent.

The second inference schema for definite pronpuns applies

. .

whenever a nOn-negative sentence contains an existentially"

H`

quantified, phrase within the scope of-'aAlniversal

(Vx:A)(Ey:B) . P x,y
==> (Ez) . z = {wIBw &.(Ex:h)- . P x,w}

i.e., 'inf'ormally, if ter every A there exists a B such that Pis

o

true bf the pair, then there exists an- individual describable as

set.'.ef B's for wbichthere i4 -some A that stands in relation

12

.15
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P to Since . a -u.nrab\ 'description is asoribable tb this
,

.ind- ividual, it can, be referredto with a definite prbnoun. For

example, .
o

oee

Sent!ence

(16)a. Each boy gave Wepdy.a shirt.

b. None of them fit.'

- .

16a. can be represented simply as

, ,

(Vx:Boy)(Ey:$birt) ., Gave x,Wendy,y

Sined,this matches thet left-hand ,side of the second axiom scherr,

, 1 Q

it '61qows that
4) '4 t

(z)'. z = (1./IShirt w.E, k(ExiBoy) . Gave x,Wend,ya

ire: , ,there' exists.'..a?«) individual describable as "the set of
b.

4 shirts, each 'of whici soMe boy'-,gave to Wendy". This is the

-
,

a r .

discourse_entktS, refdrred to as ,"they" in example 16b. __

, ,

third infqrenee scheMa I will discuss .produces

non-explicit ahte5edents for "one"-anaphor,a.. 'consider example

(6), repeated here:

(6) I have a,'71 ch. Figdac, a '76 Faeurie,a Ockfener

Bockstdin.and a' '75 DUrkheimer Feuerberg'in-the -cellar.

Shall we have Se' 6erman *Ones for dinner?

In thi-s, example,. the, speaker has turned an explicit set t

description (i.e.,' the pfesented list) into an implicit set

description onj lased on ,a defining, property) and then used"

the lattei description as an antecedent for "one"7.anaphor.p. : In

doihg so; the speaker presumes that listener' is both able and
-' , :

. . _ .

'willing to do the iaMd. That is, the speaker appealsato the,

?Inference contract,: mentioned in the ,previous section.) The

\
,

unanswered question is why such an inference from explicit to
.

- 13
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implicit.set'descripti9n should occur and mor

<*3>,

5

3. Inference and Surface Anaphora

ourse Anaphora

.predictable.

K

"Surface,anaphorsu'are so called because they are seen to be

. . . .

purely surface phenomena. The ptima y condition for a succ4Ssful
. .

.

surface 'anaphor-antecedent pair (cf

/

Hankamer & Sag
0

(19761 and Sag,'

(197,6)) is th.it the antecedent...CO s a coherent, structural. unit at

the .evel of surface syntax or, tie level of logical form" (subject

. to some type of Backward I naphor Constraint). ' Uowever, that
P

condition is net fulfilled' in the folowing .examples

diferent types of surface anaphora.-

i(

-Sluicing

4 (18) Wendy is going to/S in and Bruce is going to Crete, but

in neither case do khow why 0.

.0 = that pe?son is/ going where s/he is going

"Do so" Anaphora

.
. r

(19) Wends car was
,

repaired today,by the same guy who had -

/

done so 'last week. (after Kaplan (1976))

do so = repair Wendy's car

Verb Phrase. Ellipsis

(20) I can walk and I can chew gum. word cane too, but not
6t'the tame 406.
,0'=pwalk and 'Pew TIM

,...

<*3. One might note in passing that -the first two inference .

Schemata ,,depend solgly on the form of an utterance, while this

-third one, depends on its content as well. Thus wor knowledge

can be seen to, play a part,(although, I, would argue,- small one)

in deriving possible antecedents as well as in choosing between

them.
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r
.

(21) China is a country that Aixon wants to visit, and he will
' 0 too,, if he gets an j.nvilation soon.

,4

0 = visit China

/ _ .

The problem is that of accounting for such' exceptions to the

above constraint on surface anaphor-antecedeht pairs. One .wAy to

do' s6 is to again invoke inference. Imthe remainder of this

section, I shall .first 'sketch, albeit briefly, an approach to verb
V ,

phrase ellipsis based on identity of predicati8p at the level of-

.

lOgical form. shall .then argue that infereekce can play a part
, r

in deriving additional logical', forms whose prediCates can serve av

antecedents for ell'ipsed verb phrases. I 'shall illustrate this

.claim with, two examples. .Others can be. found Nash-Webber

(19.78).,

se

'Now if examples such as those above are ignored, the approach

to !verb phrase. ellipsis (or "verb phrase delet iote VPD)

.

presented in Sag (1976a&b) provides an adequate account.. Sag's

lr

thesis is that verb phrase ellipsis is conditioned by identical
/-

,predicates (rather than by ideritiCal VPs or identical substrings)

in a, logical fop reptesent4tion of t ,ie two clauses involved.,

(Identity here is determined modulo differences in the names of
4

bound variablea-7-1:e., "alphabetic variance!'.') This logical form

I

representation makes,ssential use of the lambda operator both to'
,ve

. bind variables and to.fOrm complex predicates which, may themselOes

.1

contain quantifiers and logical connectives. For example, Sag

'(1976aL assigns the sentence -"John scratched his arm" the two
.

'

A.

logical:fdrm representations

1
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a..Johni, nx scratched hisi arm)
b. JOhni,.):x)(x scratched x's arm)

two 'possible logical forms'- for this sentence_ghat there are

-explains, the ambiguity to be u d in a subsequent ,ell ipsed 'verb

phrase Sent nCe like

Fred ;did 0 too
, .

.
.

{Did what? Scratched h4 OWI1 ato'm (Ir. (scratched John.' s?)' Sag
-

claims t,bat . : .

..
_ 4ith ',respect to; 'a' sentence t; YPD'can.-deletg Any' VP in S. I

whose repre,sent'atin at,thedevel of-,.rOgicAL: form is A
, 14mb,da-expeessipn that is An *alphiabe4tc.:vAvriant of another

IAmpda-,ex,p;esion preSent.ithk lOgi41.form. of.-,S. or, Lri -

0i, logical forA ofsOme Othergntence' which,ROcedes S
:in ..he-'diScou'rSe,.

1

ISAg 1M6a.j.. ' - .. .

,.. , :

''0 1, -
in short, S"ig ShOWS:thAtobi.-lookinq ai.,sentlence in terms of '-

--All f

. ., :

.

the predicate-Arquiltent YelatiOn s
.

;they. express-, a. clean,Vaccotnt can
. .

4'.. ,

/

be given of verb.Phraseliipsi.s.ipiarving:fornwOhe initial set'
"4e., .. .

_
.

:.

of examples) ., , ThiS'. in tur gives 'credence to the-psychological
/

, , .
. .

real ity of.sope' type; Of `.'logical; repreSent(atipe 'within the dual!
---=>

;.
-processes of itex,t. generati:oh',-and' cOpiehenSion. ,

..,

.,. -,.\.. ..
.

, .,. 4,

. -.
.

But if the 'proCeSs.::::offormin§:a-14isai_r'epregentAtion is
, . ,

..,
, .

' ,
4

.
I v

part of the normal prosess or,i,arkderktand'ing Iliscour'seithen'it is
,

... '. ....

i
possible that a 1 ternat ma . ways . Of urfflerdeanding, a sentence or

1 0' , I i
.

..

. sequehce of sentences, or even valid,. 'salient 'implica:tionq .of
. 1 .

,,, --- ...--. ...ior
Sentences may also .provIde lamtlda-Tredicates for verb phrase

.. . ; `i ',t4
, e .

'

ellipsis., 'And this is the poipt I want to, ',stress: Whereas'

"." .

.

.

.

' Hankamer & Sag's ,conditi,6n implies a Very ,static view Of verb ;

phrase
, ellipsis and 'aother ,surfaCe ' Anaphora, .- the above -

..:--
.-
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.

process-oriented view suggests tifat, ;a more plastic approach i;°

justified. The proviso seems to-b, that' the form of expression of
.",

tpe derived proposition dOes not,differ radically- fro M the.form,of

those explicitly given.

..Now , "alternative ways of unaerstandihe . and "valid
,

1'
'I whichmplications" are "both notion involve inference.inference. 'But -not

. . i .

every valid inference' pr%ides lambda-spredcatesl. accessible to
,

e; -
verb iphrase ellipgis. or example, the follOwing,axiom relates,

-: # ./

the no ions of "sellirig" and "being b ht".

(Vx) (Vy) (Vz) . x, X(rr sold y,to,z) ==>
y, 7,(s) [s was bought by z) *

i.e., if any x sold any y to'any z, then y was bought by z". <*4>

Notice that this axiom is not sufficient to prdduce a,pTedicate

-"Is bought by z", given an ekplicit predicate "sold y to

, () Bruce sold"-4 waffle iron to Wendy, and an electric
wok was 0 too.
0 bought by Wendy

Unfortunately, aide from the caveat that the logical ,forms

of both the overt sentence(q.and..the.derived one rbe "similar" in

some undefined Cense, there. iare na_gard _and:fagtruleg delimiting

the class of% productive inferences relativ.e. 'to -verb phrase:

ellipsis. What I shall do in, the space remaining then to. set

.

down two Inference schemata w ich account for the two,problpmatic.
( .

<*4>. For the remainder 'of th s, paper, I wil be following Sags
intuitiNielyclear-conventions iSag 1976a &b)' for writing logical
-forms.. However for. comput tional purposes, at least, a more
rigorous formalism is called fo (cf".'Nash-Webber (1978)).

4
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i
.

t 4,
e 1. .
4

.. verb
$.1. , l

examples_ ve phrase ellipsis presented abovei.(examples 2.) and
,1-

,,,

A':.' .°
.

; .21) .
re

/

3,

. TO first inference schema 4.5 applicable to a sequence

,prApoS,itions with identical subjects and,-auxiliaries-rr its effec

is to abstract.a new ,predicate of of the common argument:

AUX( X(r)[P & 9y, .AUX( A(.5) [Q's]) ==>

y, AUX( 'X(t) [P t & Q "

AU)c,,he sentence auxiliary, is interpreted as an operator on

predica54s, althodgh up to now. has been oinittedfor simplicity.-

sInformalLy, this 'schema says that if y and y Q't,.then y P'

and Q's. The propositions on either side of, the implication,

while structurally- qifferent, are semantically equivalent (at

least, with respect to an eRtensionallsemamtics).

To illustrate the application of this 'infei-ence schema4-

reoonskder example (20),, repeated below. '

'(20)a. I can walk and I can chew gum.

.b. Jerry can O'too, bu't not at the same time.

4.4

Sentence. (20a) can be represented as <*5>

I, CAN( )K(r)fr & I, CAN( ),('s) [s chew guni])

8ihte this matches the left -hand side of the above rule 'schema, it

-folrOws that
c

I, Can O, (t).t walk t chew gum])

This has as a constituent the lambda predicate
. .

ilk,

4.4

<*5>. This is actually 1 simplification` of the procedure, I

follow throughput Nash-Wbbber (1978)1 but the essential ideas are'

t4e same.

- 18
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,

Anaphora

),(t) [t walk & t chew-gum),

0 .

i.e.,' "walk and chew gum", which is intuitively the correct

=

antecedent for the ellipsed
.

iVerb phrase in sentence (20b). <*6>
-

The second , rule schema I will discuss here applies to

statements of restricted class .membership. Its- effect is to

derive a npw proposition expressing the restriction alone, whose

4
'lambda priedicate'is adcessibleto verb phrase ellipsis. Since I

dc) not have the space hete to motivate the notation I need to

express this rule,scheMa formally, I will express it nformally as

<x> is a <B>' which <y> <C>s ==> <y> <C>s <x>

where <B> class description (e.g., elephant, snowmobile,

etc.) and <C> is a verb phrase whose subject is <y>. To

illustrate the applicatiob of this rule schema, reconsider'example

(21), repeated below.

(21) China is a country that Nixon wants to visit,and
'he will 0 too, if he gets an invitation soon.

Proceeding informally, the first clause of (21) matches the

left-hand side of the above rule schema.. It.therefore follows

that

<*6>. The reason for requiring the conjuncts to have identical

Lixiliaries is the strangeness of those examples in which tYley do

nbt. For example,

Bruce attended Harvard, and now he lipping to MIT.

Fred (did, does, will, is} 0 too.

"Fred did 0 too" seems .to imply only that he atten'dedHarvard.

"Fred is 0 too ".seems to imply only that he is now going to MIT. /

The other auxiliaries just seem bizarre. The sense that Fred

also attended Harvard and is now going to MIT does not seem to be '

'conveyable using an,ellipsed verb phrase. ,

- 19
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Nixon,wants to visit China

i.e., using Sag's notation for 'lambda redicates,

Nixon, )(r) [r wants fr,' (s) j vi t chinal]]

This'has as .a constituent the lambda predicate

k(s) [s visit China]
0

which intuitively is the intended antecedent v61he ellipsed, 'verb

phrasitin the second clause of (21).

4. ConclUsion

In this paper, I have discussed 'the concept,of inference as e

factor in the derivation-of non-explicit antecedents and referents

I
for discourse anaphora of -both deep and surface varieties. I have

),

shown how , inference schemata can be applied to a formal

representation of the discourse to produce, additional formulae

which suggest, through their structure, possible antecedents and

referents. I have tried to motivate this as part of the normal

process of text,- understanding. I have claimed the use of

non-explicit antecedents and referents for anaphoric terms depends

_ on contrac_t_between _speaker_ and -listener. This contract

stipulates that if the former uses an anaphoric expression whOse

antecedent or referent was inferentially derived, the latter both

can and will ,make the same'inference. Insofar as many/Of these

infer.encs rely on one of the few things explicitly available to

both speaker and i.e., tho form bet.the utterance the

-.search for productive inferences vis a vis discourse anaphora is a
1

matter of linguistid concern.

WV*
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